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Abstract: The goal of this paper is twofold: to comparatively analyze the social performance of global
and local berry supply chains and to explore the ways in which the social dimension is embedded in
the overall performance of food supply chains. To achieve this goal, the social performance of five
global and local food supply chains in two countries are analyzed: wild blueberry supply chains in
Latvia and cultivated raspberry supply chains in Serbia. The study addresses two research questions:
(1) What is the social performance of the local and global supply chains? (2) How can references
to context help improve understanding of the social dimension and social performance of food
supply chains? To answer these questions, two interlinked thematic sets of indicators (attributes)
are used—one describing labor relations and the other describing power relations. These lists are
then contextualized by examining the micro-stories of the actors involved in these supply chains. An
analysis of the chosen attributes reveals that global chains perform better than local chains. However,
a context-sensitive analysis from the perspective of embedded markets and communities suggests
that the social performance of food chains is highly context-dependent, relational, and affected by
actors’ abilities to negotiate values, norms, and the rules embedded within these chains, both global
and local. The results illustrate that the empowerment of the chains’ weakest actors can lead to a
redefining of the meanings that performance assessments rely on.
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1. Introduction

Studies related to agro-food systems ever more frequently raise questions as to how sustainable
current food supply chains are. These same studies underline the fact that a diversity of knowledge
is needed to make a comprehensive performance evaluation in order to assess the sustainability
of products reaching our tables [1,2]. Thus, contemporary studies are coming to regard food as a
multi-dimensional (the effects of the system can be felt across many spheres (dimensions), most
often environmental, economic, and social, yet also covering other fields of interest) [3,4] and
multi-stakeholder (there are many groups that are directly and indirectly influenced by processes
operating within the agro-food system) phenomenon [5–7]. In addition, the recognition of complexity
has also prompted discussions on the reliability and relativity of evidence: aspects once interpreted as
indisputable have turned out to be context-sensitive and to hold multiple meanings [2,8].

A common interpretation suggests that sustainability consists of three pillars—economic, social,
and environmental [9]. However, the complexity of the processes to be assessed is most evident when
one considers the social pillar (dimension) in order to analyze the sustainability of food systems [2].
This is probably one of the reasons why social aspects have often been overlooked in food chain
performance assessment. However, a critical assessment of social performance is likely to bring
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significant benefits: investigations into the social aspects of food systems are permeated with relativity,
and this quality can be helpful in shedding light on ways to negotiate and align the plural meanings
of food chain dimensions and make the assessment context-sensitive. Moreover, introducing social
aspects into a food system sustainability assessment involves incorporating those actors who can
purposefully make improvements to the food system into the analysis: farmers, food companies,
employers, workers, retailers, local communities, policy makers, and consumers.

The goal of this paper is to analyze the performance of the social dimension of the two countries’
global and local berry supply chains and to identify and analyze the nature of the links with context
and the other pillars of food chain performance. This goal is pursued by analyzing five food supply
chains and asking two research questions: (1) What is the social performance of the local and global
supply chains (and does it differ from the other types of chains)? (2) How can references to context
help improve understanding of the social dimension and social performance of food supply chains?
The second question is addressed in the discussion section of this paper.

To answer these questions, the social performance of local and global berry supply chains in
Latvia and Serbia are analyzed. The two selected countries have relatively limited experience with
a market economy and pronounced similarities in their recent history. A set of supply chains from
each country has been chosen—global and local raspberry chains in Serbia and global, local, and
mixed wild blueberry chains in Latvia. The concept “supply chain” in this article has been used
as an analytical generalization that describes specific arrangements between actors that ensure the
flow of a product from the input materials used to the consumer. Although the study from which
this paper is derived adopted a more comprehensive analysis (Undertaken within the EU’s 7th
Framework Programme GLAMUR (“Global and Local food chain Assessment: a MUltidimensional
peRformance-based approach”) project (CT FP7-KBBE-2012-6-311778)), this article focuses on just two
performance attributes (a thematic set of measurable indicators) to assess the social dimension—labor
relations and power relations. These attributes represent different levels of abstraction, and, while
various interpretations of the first are often used to assess social performance [10,11], the latter attribute
has been largely neglected in performance assessments. Micro-stories illustrating how various relations
emerge between social performance attributes and indicators are used to revisit the initial analysis of
the two attributes.

This article begins by setting out the theoretical background, while the next section describes
the recent literature on how to operationalize sustainability and the social dimension and how to
integrate such analysis into overall performance assessments. It continues with a brief description
of the food systems and institutional settings in the two countries, Latvia and Serbia, and describes
the five supply chains studied. This is followed by a section detailing the methodology used in the
analysis, explaining the indicators and describing the data sources used for the study. After that, the
two main attributes of social performance are analyzed. The concluding section summarizes the paper,
illustrating that, if judged by indicator performance, global chains on the whole perform better than
local chains. However, individual micro-stories can change the meaning of the results obtained. In this
section, links between the two attributes and the context are illustrated.

2. The Social Dimension of Food Chains

The social dimension is one of several operational fields [3,4] that can be used to evaluate the
sustainability of food systems. Probably the most commonly quoted sustainability definition is the one
given by the Brundtland Commission, which states that “sustainable development is development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [12]
(p. 41). This definition suggests the need to redefine relations between economic and environmental
development. However, more recent theorization has suggested that sustainability consists of
three mutually reinforcing and integrated pillars—economic development, social development, and
environmental protection [13]. As a consequence, in the context of the search for a more elaborate
and accurate view of the impacts of production and consumption, the social dimension has emerged
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as a recommended field for sustainability performance assessment [1,11]; researchers’ attention has
shifted to what some have described as nature-society systems [2,4]. The level of the methodological
sophistication of the measurement instruments associated with each of the sustainability pillars differs
significantly. The social dimension lags behind in terms of both its methodological approaches and the
empirical evidence it has generated [11,14,15].

The introduction of a social dimension suggested that sustainable development should be
approached from the perspective of human needs, as well as from the perspective of environmental
protection [12]. Yet there have been differences in the spectrum of aspects interpreted as human needs.
In this paper, the social dimension is interpreted as covering the relations between social actors and
the social environment these relations create. This interpretation underlines the fact that most social
issues are strongly linked to the other sustainability pillars and can be characterized by a complex
inner nature. Vanclay formulates the same thought as follows: “social change has a way of creating other
changes” [16] (p. 185).

Although recognized as part of sustainability, it has been difficult for researchers without a strong
grounding in the social sciences to acknowledge any impacts that lie outside the pool of hard evidence.
This is especially so because many of these actors are quite new to social science and its theoretical
basis. This is most likely the main reason why social performance has been under-researched and why
in many cases, simplified explanations for this pillar of sustainability have been adopted. Some studies
examine social aspects as related to welfare [17], human rights [3,10], labor experience [11], etc. To a
great extent, this approach corresponds to the way in which “social” aspects are presented in global
policy documents [12,13,18]. However, the recognition of the importance of the social dimension has
also promoted a sophisticated academic debate on the scope and borders of social inquiry [2,4,19],
how to operationalize cultural aspects [2,19,20], and the diversity of actors involved in defining social
performance. These discussions illustrate the fact that social aspects are a perspective that binds
performance to context and underline the importance of incorporating social actors in any assessment.

In the last decade, the methodology for social assessment has evolved significantly. For example,
authors working with social impact assessment (SIA) have stated that, in order to define the “social,”
researchers need to delve into concepts such as values, norms, beliefs, perception [16,21], and even
human development [22]. From this perspective, “social” is reflexiveand covers different groups that
can hold different interpretations [23]. Assefa and Frostell underline the scope of the social dimension,
stating: “Efforts to deal with this dimension lead to a socially sustainable system that results in fairness in
distribution and opportunity, and adequate provision of social services including health and education, gender
equity, and political accountability and participation.” [22] (p. 65). According to Kates et al., the different
ways in which researchers conceptualize the “social” represent three major variants of how the social
pillar is perceived: “The first is simply a generic noneconomic social designation that uses terms such as
‘social,’ ’social development,’ and ’social progress.’ The second emphasizes human development as opposed to
economic development: ’human development,’ ’human well-being,’ or just ’people.’ The third variant focuses on
issues of justice and equity: ‘social justice,’ ’equity,’ and ’poverty alleviation’” [24] (p. 12).

The increasing theoretical sophistication of the social dimension is also raising questions
regarding the appropriate methodological tools. Vanclay offers six pre-defined fields where social
impacts can be felt (demographic, economic, geographic, institutional and legal, empowerment, and
socio-cultural) [16], while Kirwan et al. propose a list of 24 mutually linked attributes of food chain
performance assessment along five dimensions (economical, ecological, social, ethical, and health)
that has been developed on the basis of comparative study of food chains in 12 countries [25]. Some
other authors list themes that should be selected [26,27] or actors who should be considered when
the social dimension is to be measured [26–28]. However, this methodological diversity might be
illusionary. As Vanclay has observed, difficulties in developing operational definitions have often
led researchers to concentrate on measurable impacts, categories that can be easily quantified or are
politically convenient [16].
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There is also a growing interest in reflexive methodology that incorporates context-relevant
characteristics and measurement scales (see, for example, SAFA’s guidelines [29], or the guidelines
for Social Life Cycle Analysis [26,27], or SIA [16,28], for different attempts to integrate these
approaches [30]). This line of thinking suggests that the relevant criteria for performance assessment
of social aspects should not be pre-defined since the relevant aspects and the optimal measurement
instruments can vary, depending on time, place, and scope [23,31]. However, even when using
context-sensitive and participatory approaches, there is a danger that methods such as participatory
checklists can result in an over-reliance on the perspectives of lay experts [16]. The choice of a top-down
or bottom-up assessment approach should be made in the light of contextual specificities [10,32].

An analysis of social aspects related to any type of issue/product means analyzing practices and
institutional arrangements created around the research object through all its possible transformations.
Thus, a narrow perspective on the product is insufficient when social performance is assessed; the
analysis should rather be concentrated on supply chains built around the product. The use of the
supply chain notion also allows a narrow field of evidence regarding the social aspects of sustainability
to be supplemented with concepts developed in management studies, for example, global value
chains (GVCs).

In this study, two attributes of fruit supply chains are analyzed—labor relations and power
relations. These attributes are an analytical conceptualization for assessing particular aspects of
social performance. The concept “attribute” is used to define a composite set of indicators or
sub-categories. GVC literature suggests that the type of governance and power present in supply
chains influences practices present in these chains [33–35]. Authors describing governance in GVCs
go further, illustrating the different types of governance that can emerge, depending on the links
between enterprises operating in chains [33]. However, this article analyzes the overall performance of
supply chains, thus borrowing the argumentation for the significance of power in supply chains. GVC
literature also suggests that labor relations are a central element where governance characteristics can
be observed [34,36,37]. Both attributes chosen for analysis have different levels of abstraction, i.e., labor
relations can be perceived as a part of a larger attribute—power relations. This corresponds to the idea
presented by several authors that the impacts of social relations are multi-layered [14,16]. The selection
of attributes at different scales allows us to ascertain separately each attribute’s performance; to observe
how social performance is conditioned by the attributes’ inter-relations; to grasp the multi-layered
nature of the social dimension; and to trace the links between the attributes. Vanclay, when commenting
on the properties of SIA, suggests: “The good practice of SIA accepts that social, economic, and biophysical
impacts are inherently and inextricably interconnected. Change in any of these domains will lead to changes in
the other domains. SIA must, therefore, develop an understanding of the impact pathways that are created when
change in one domain triggers impacts across other domains, as well as the iterative or flow-on consequences
within each domain” [28] (p. 6).

3. A Comparison of Berry Supply Chains in Latvia and Serbia

In this paper, berry supply chains in Latvia and Serbia are analyzed. A study conducted by
Kirwan et al. suggests that Latvia and Serbia are comparable as they are both countries with a strong
focus on socio-economic and structural development: “national socio-economic development is a dominant
frame that situates how global and local food chain performance is communicated and judged” [25] (p. 3).
In both countries, national food systems are geared towards meeting the demands of global supply
chains, in line with their priority of achieving rapid economic growth.

Although there are many differences between the two countries, they do, to some extent, share
similar histories of agricultural organization, as both belong to the group of former socialist countries.
The transition period to a market economy in Latvia started in the late 1980s [38]. Serbia began this
transition about ten years later. After the disintegration of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, both
countries introduced decentralization policies, which among other things led to the fragmentation
of agriculture. Today, in both countries, small farmers dominate the ownership structure [39], which
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is believed to represent the low competitiveness of agriculture. While the new guiding ideology of
these countries was to become competitive in the global market, what actually happened in the 1990s
was precisely the opposite; there was a decline in the competitiveness of the agricultural sector and a
growth in the number of small family farms [40]. As a result, the government and markets expended
significantly more effort and money to promote the biggest enterprises, while many other actors in
the food chain elements were left to fend for themselves or, in the worst case scenario, pushed out of
business altogether [40]. Accordingly, many smaller actors in the food chain have been marginalized,
and disparities between various rural regions have increased.

This article analyzes the performance of wild blueberry supply chains in Latvia. Wild forest
produce picking has strong historical and cultural roots, and, over recent decades, these have formed
the basis for the emergence of a sophisticated blueberry industry. The collapse of the Soviet Union
and the ensuing shock created by the introduction of a market economy, followed by more recent
economic crises, have all reduced opportunities for the rural population and allowed for the expansion
of the modern blueberry industry [41]. Wild blueberries are a highly valuable product, offering rural
communities the chance to increase their income. At a time when there are few other opportunities,
it is possible for both pickers and the enterprises that buy blueberries to make handsome profits. In
addition, the low entry prices have attracted a large number of people looking to make some profit. At
the same time, growing competition among the actors within these chains has led to the emergence of
various adaptations (including the emergence of global chains). It is estimated that overall blueberry
harvests (for both commercial purposes and home-consumption) were 9000 t in 2013, almost as
large as the official apple harvest (9449 t in 2012) [42]. Data from other studies suggests that around
69,000 people (4.1% of the population) have at one time picked berries for commercial purposes [43].
Most of them only pick occasionally, although there is also a group of professional pickers who work
throughout the season and make a significant profit from forest produce. By comparison, conventional
forestry is responsible for just 1.5% of overall employment and agriculture for 7.3% [44]. In addition,
there are also a large number of berry collecting points, numerous small networks of collectors, and
a few huge enterprises operating with €1 million-plus annual turnovers. However, the sector is still
relatively new, and, because of this, it remains largely invisible in the official statistics, has not attracted
the interest of government institutions, and remains weakly regulated, which has led to the emergence
of a multiplicity of informal and gray practices [41].

Cultivated raspberries in Serbia—a sector with a long tradition—are also analyzed. Serbia plays
an important role in world raspberry production, providing 20% of the world’s yearly production
of this soft fruit [45,46]. The majority of production is from small and medium-sized farms that lack
the production volume to achieve the economies of scale required to provide satisfactory product
margins [47]. The system is characterized by a long, fragmented supply chain and high post-harvest
wastages, and does not foster competitiveness.

Access to global raspberry supply chains involves high entry costs; thus, these chains are led
by large enterprises able to operate with bulk quantities. In response, the smaller farmers have been
penetrating local markets and developing local supply chains. One particular problem that producers
face is getting a fair share of the price paid by the consumer [48]. There is little mutual cooperation
between food chain stakeholders. The government’s role in developing this sector lies within the
context of broader agricultural support mechanisms. This support includes the provision of extension
services, operating from national and local governmental offices, that aim to facilitate technology
transfer, innovation, and improvements in production practices. This is seen as being of particular
importance for local development as raspberry production has good potential for generating extra
income and employment in rural regions [49].

The main actors in the supply chains analyzed are shown in Table 1. In each country, both
local and global supply chains are examined. In Latvia, a third type of chain is also included in the
analysis—mixed chains. Mixed supply chains were added due to the strong presence of informal
economic arrangements and the reliance on social relations in these chains. GVC literature suggests
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that institutions operating in the chain can be both physical and social (for example, values and
rules) [50] and that the chain’s central actor can enforce the rules accepted in supply chains [35].
Values and rules accepted in global and mixed blueberry chains differ, thus changing stakeholders’
experiences in these chains. The chains are termed “mixed” because they have characteristics of both
global and local chains: there are both formal and informal ties, the chains are open to foreign trade
but are limited to only a few neighboring countries, and they have introduced some technological
solutions yet strongly rely on cultural heritage and social relations. In Serbia, the interpretation of
“chain” reflects the commodity (the raspberry) being located in a certain area. In Latvia, due to a lack
of data and the lack of official recognition of the sector, “chain” is interpreted as a network of actors
operating around a central enterprise. In both countries, the supply chains have a historical tradition,
which is associated with local supply chains. By contrast, global chains are characterized by modern
technologies (and often frozen berries). In both countries, there are fewer intermediaries in the local
supply chains. In Latvia, they operate within the geographical borders of the country. However, in
many cases, chains tend to fuse, and the same actors can represent both local and global chains. In
Serbia, local berries originate mostly from one municipality (Arilje), are protected by a quality control
scheme, and are associated with specific varieties of berries (Vilamet, Miker, and Polana). Produce
from Serbia for the global supply comes mostly from the regions of Sumadija and Western Serbia.

The local raspberry supply chain in Serbia specifically refers to fresh raspberries from Arilje.
These are a typical and specific product with a distinctive and protected origin. Most of the farms
involved in producing these fresh raspberries are small farms with up to 0.5 hectares of fields under
these perennial crops. The workforce mostly consists of family members and, when necessary during
the picking season, seasonal workers. Labor, water, and other production inputs are local in their
nature. The majority of fresh raspberry production is bought up by intermediaries (buying agents or
traders) and then directed to companies that grade the fruit and transport it in refrigerated trucks to
the distribution (retail) channels. Global raspberry chains are more complex and involve a significant
number of foreign participants. Medium-sized and large farms are also involved in producing for
these chains. As with the local chain, primary production is also dominated by the use of low input
technology and the use of a seasonal labor force at harvest time. Primary storage and transportation
companies play an especially important role in the global chain. They include intermediaries (buying
agents/traders), cold storage companies, exporters, and cooperatives. Over 90% of the total production
of raspberries in Serbia is exported in frozen form.

In Latvia, the global and mixed chains each include one of the two biggest wild blueberry
processing enterprises in the country; according to some estimates, they each have around 15%–20%
of the wild blueberry market. Each enterprise has around 100 collecting points (places from where
the actors that buy berries from those who pick them—pickers—operate) and covers around half
of Latvia’s territory. The global chain specializes in the wild blueberry market and operates on a
global scale. The mixed chain also works with other non-timber forest produce and operates on a
regional scale (mainly the Baltic region). The global chain only collaborates with actors that follow legal
practices. The chain is transparent and easily accessible to controlling institutions. In the mixed chain,
many of the operations remain in the shadow (gray) economy—invisible to controlling (or any other)
institutions. The global chain invests heavily in modernizing its production processes. As a result,
global wild blueberry enterprises are technically advanced and manage to overcome seasonality by
introducing new technical solutions and increasing imports. Meanwhile, the mixed chain expands its
social networks and introduces social innovations to enhance its competitiveness. It tries to overcome
seasonality by introducing new, non-timber forest produce, which could extend the operating season.
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Table 1. Actors operating in the analyzed supply chains.

Actors Involved

Country Chain Type Pickers Collectors/Farmers Intermediaries Primary
Processing Importers/Exporters Secondary

Processors Retailers Consumers

Raspberry Global -* X X X X - X X
Local - X X X X - X X

Wild
Blueberry

Global X X X X X X X X
Mixed X X X X X X X X
Local X - - - - - X X

* (-)—group does not operate in the specified supply chain; (X)—group operates in the specified supply chain. Source: Table compiled by authors.
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The local chain in the case of Latvia is a generalization of short supply relations and actors
typically involved in picking, exchanging, selling, and consuming forest berries, as well as picking
for self-consumption. This generalization is introduced in the paper because the boundaries of this
chain often tend to be blurred. It does not have a central actor that would introduce rules on how the
chain should operate; these rules are negotiated in interactions between the stakeholders involved.
Actors in this chain receive only a minimal income, and their activities are mainly culturally driven.
Such chains are uninstitutionalized and lack officially recognized enterprises and regulations (they
are only indirectly regulated), and the relations between the actors are mainly personal. The forms of
these relations can differ: in some cases, the pickers are consumers, or they may pass the harvest on to
extended family. In other cases, the pickers are vendors. Often, these actors occupy several positions
in local chains, which have their own logic based on cultural practices, and they are nested markets;
however, they can also be strongly tied to global and mixed chains, despite the occasional risk of being
either exploited or even swallowed up by intermediary market actors.

4. Methodology

This paper compares the performance of five supply chains: global and local raspberry supply
chains in Serbia and global, mixed, and local wild blueberry supply chains in Latvia. Two methods
of data analysis have been used to address the research questions. Firstly, indicators that describe
the two chosen aspects of the social dimension have been analyzed. This approach illustrates the
narrow interpretation of the term “social.” Secondly, micro-stories or short summaries of stakeholders’
experiences have been used.

An initial raspberry and blueberry supply chain performance assessment was based on a larger
set of attributes than those presented in this paper. The selection of attributes drew strongly on
Kirwan et al.’s [25] comparative analysis, defining an overall list of common attributes to be used
when supply chain performance is assessed. The selection and description of indicators was also
partly based on SAFA guidelines [29] and the sustainability guidelines developed by Schmitt et al. [51].
Following the suggestions of Kirwan et al. [25], SAFA [29], and other researchers [16,23,31,32], for
the initial stages of creating a list of attributes to assess fruit supply chains, participatory methods
were used: actors working in supply chains were consulted when the initial list of attributes had been
created. Since the goal of this article is to analyze the performance of the social dimension and the
relations between the attributes representing it, the list of attributes had to be shortened to just two for
in-depth analysis: labor relations and power relations were chosen.

Labor relations are a commonly used attribute for assessing social performance [10,11,29,34,36,37].
In this article, both quantitative indicators, based on statistics (such as wage levels and employment
relations), and qualitative indicators, based on interviews (such as health coverage and access to
medical care, capacity development, the right to a quality of life, and freedom of association and the
right to collective bargaining), were used for the analysis of labor relations. Power relations can only
be understood at a higher level of abstraction. As the basis for this attribute, the aspects defined by
Kirwan et al. [25] and SAFA [29] for attribute “governance” have been used. However, in order to
capture relations that lie outside official governance procedures, the much broader concept of “power
relations” is used in this paper. This concept allows supply chains to be linked to the contexts in which
they operate. The indicators chosen to illustrate power relations are grievance procedures, conflict
resolution, legitimacy, civic responsibility, and a platform for decision-making. These indicators
capture the prevailing relations between employees, enterprises, and the general governance of the
chain. A description of the indicators used is given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Indicators used to assess the performance of two social attributes.

Attribute: Indicator Scale Description

Labor: Wage level %
The percentage of employees with a salary above the regional
average. In Serbia, statistical data is used. In Latvia, statistical
data and estimations from experts are used.

Labor: Employment relations %
The percentage of employees with legally-binding transparent
contracts. Evaluation is based on in-depth interviews with chain
representatives.

Labor: Health coverage and access
to medical care Y/N Employees have access to paid medical care. Evaluation is based

on in-depth interviews with chain representatives.

Labor: Capacity development Y/N
Employees have access to capacity development (education,
specific vocational courses, etc.). Evaluation is based on in-depth
interviews with chain representatives.

Labor: Right to a quality of life 1 to 3

3—Employers follow national and global labor regulations;
2—There are small deviations from national labor regulations;
1—There are significant deviations from national labor
regulations. Evaluation is based on in-depth interviews with
chain representatives.

Labor: Freedom of association and
collective bargaining rights 1 to 3

3—Employees have freedom of association and understand this
right; 2—Employees have freedom of association. However,
they either do not understand it or are afraid to practice it;
1—Employees do not have freedom of association. Evaluation is
based on in-depth interviews with chain representatives.

Power: Grievance procedures 1 to 4

4—Highly operational and practically implemented grievance
procedures; 3—Partially operational grievance procedures;
2—Limited operational grievance procedures; 1—No
operational grievance procedures. Evaluation is based on
in-depth interviews with chain representatives.

Power: Conflict resolution %
The share of successfully resolved conflicts of interest between
stakeholders. Evaluation is based on in-depth interviews with
chain representatives.

Power: Legitimacy 1 to 4

4—Actors in the supply food chain comply with the law and
monitor the legitimacy of their business partners; 3—Actors in
the supply chain comply with the law, but do not monitor the
activities of their business partners; 2—In general, actors in the
food chain comply with the law. However, some actors may
exploit the weaknesses of the regulation system; 1—Actors in
the food chain are openly breaching the law. Evaluation is based
on in-depth interviews with chain representatives.

Power: Civic responsibility 1 to 3

3—Stronger actors secure the rights of the weakest chain
participants; 2—Stronger actors neither hinder nor promote the
rights of weaker actors; 1—Stronger actors try to hinder the
rights of smaller actors. Evaluation is based on in-depth
interviews with chain representatives.

Power: Platform for
decision-making 1 to 3

There are several questions that should be taken into account to
evaluate this indicator: (1) Does such an association/platform
exist? (2) Does it have real power or influence? (3) Does it have
regular meetings? (4) Does it represent the whole food chain?
(5) Is everybody empowered to express themselves? If (1), (2),
(3), (4), and (5) = YES, then 3—There is a platform for
decision-making; if (1) and (2) = YES, but (3) or (4) or (5) = NO,
then 2—A platform only partially exists; if either (1) or (2) = NO
or (3), (4) and (5) = NO, then 1—There is not a platform for
decision-making. Evaluation is based on in-depth interviews
with chain representatives.

Source: Table adapted from Grivins et al. [52].
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To interpret these results, the perspectives, discourses, and perceptions of actors involved in the
supply chain gathered during in-depth interviews were used. Specifically, micro-stories, examples,
and aggregated evidence, which illustrate the everyday experiences and practices of supply chain
actors, were used. These stories highlight the fact that an apparently similar evaluation of indicator
performance can be experienced in very different ways, putting the quantitative analysis of these
indicators in a new light. This enables new links between the analyzed attributes and the dimensions
to be introduced. In order to present a comprehensive picture of actors’ experiences within the chain,
the micro-stories are built around the stories of specific actors, but combine these personal experiences
with data from other sources.

Several methods were used to collect the data needed to measure the selected performance
indicators and to obtain the micro-stories, such as semi-structured individual and group interviews,
participatory observation, and in some cases follow-up interviews. Respondents were selected so that
they would represent various supply chain actors. For the analysis of blueberry chains, 15 extensive
interviews (longer than one hour) were conducted with four major blueberry dealers, four collectors,
two people selling berries in short chains, a major secondary processor, a blueberry picker, and three
civil servants representing government institutions. In addition, a number of shorter interviews with
pickers, sellers, and consumers in short chains were conducted. For the analysis of raspberry chains,
11 one-hour-long interviews with actors holding key positions in both local and global supply chains
were conducted. The interviewees included three actors representing governance institutions, two
professional associations, one producer, one secondary processor, three companies involved in logistics,
and one actor involved in raspberry certification. All interviews were conducted in 2014 and 2015. In
order to obtain a deeper understanding of the supply chains studied, policy documents and statistical
and secondary data were also analyzed. The results were verified by organizing discussions with
the stakeholders.

The variety of data allows the research questions to be approached from various perspectives.
Data gathering was organized in several waves. The initial wave was organized after a common list of
attributes and a list of main stakeholders had been defined. The second wave was organized to gather
the data needed for performance assessment. During this wave, the questions in Table 2 (indicators
used to assess the performance of the social dimension) were used to complete Table 3 (performance
of the attributes of labor relations and power relations). The third wave was organized to fill in any
resulting knowledge gaps and to communicate the results back to the stakeholders.

Table 3. The performance of the attributes of labor relations and power relations.

Indicator
Values

Latvia Serbia

Global Mixed Local Global Local

Right to a quality of life 3 1 3 3 3
Wage level 100 100 - - -

Employment relations 100 10 - 100 70
Freedom of association and the right to bargaining 3 3 - 3 2

Health coverage and access to medical care No No No Yes No
Capacity development No No No Yes Yes
Grievance procedures 4 2 3 4 4

Conflict resolution 90 40 - 90 80
Legitimacy 4 1 4 4 2

Civic responsibility 3 1 - 1 1
Platform for decision-making 2 1 1 2 2

Source: Table adapted from Grivins et al. [52].
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5. Experiences from Food Chains: Social Performance Processes, Relations, and Outcomes

Analysis of the five supply chains shows that there are clear differences between them in terms
of their social performance. Moreover, there are clear differences between the global and the local
supply chains. In many aspects, the global chains outperform the local ones. However, one has to
be careful with absolute statements, as these features are inevitably shaped by the power relations
present within the chains. This section integrates the analysis of indicator performance with that of the
micro-stories. The analysis is divided into two sub-sections, each describing the results of our two
selected attributes. The overall performance of the indicators is illustrated in Table 3, an assessment of
the gathered statistical data and the in-depth interviews, following the structure of Table 2.

5.1. Labor Relations

The largest group of people operating in the supply chains are those involved in harvesting or
picking. Berry collection is a seasonal occupation that attracts different groups of people with different
needs. This can influence the meaning of their involvement and lead to people having different
experiences of their involvement in the supply chain. Picking is hard and low-paid work that can carry
many risks. For example, blueberry pickers spend long hours in forests, while both raspberry and
blueberry pickers have to carry heavy loads and spend a long time in uncomfortable positions. Thus,
the availability of health insurance for employees working in global raspberry chains is an important
factor to consider. Collectors/farmers have different experiences. In Latvia, collectors serve as the
link between pickers and the enterprises involved in processing berries. The work of collectors is
simple, but unpredictable. It has no fixed time schedule—a collector never knows when he or she
will have to work—and it involves much lifting of heavy boxes and careful attention. In interviews,
blueberry collectors also report that there is a lot of stress in their work as the partners with whom they
collaborate can make unexpected decisions. Finally, intermediaries provide the connection between
the berry harvests and the processors, retailers, and/or consumers. Analysis illustrates that this group
is mainly faced with less physically demanding tasks, but market competences and network building
skills are required.

The results for the attribute of labor relations illustrate that there are both similarities and
differences between the chains. In both countries, results are better for labor relations in the global
supply chain (see Table 3). In Latvia and Serbia, enterprises representing the global chains more
frequently offered legal contracts and were, in general, more involved in securing the rights of
employees. However, one collector from Latvia—an elderly woman living alone in her house in
the countryside and working as a collector in the global blueberry supply chain—illustrates the
contradictory consequences of legal employment. Official employment results in more frequent
government controls and more paperwork for her. She also has limited opportunities to influence
the chain. She receives a fixed, yet lower salary than she would in the mixed chain. Yet overall, she
considers herself fortunate; the biggest benefit of being legal is that she can call the police or her
enterprise if she needs help, unlike collectors in the mixed chains. Thus, she feels safer.

In both chains in Serbia, most workers are employed legally and have access to capacity building.
In Latvia, none of the pickers in either the global, mixed, or local supply chains had official contracts.
In the mixed supply chains, collectors were also employed without contracts. This leaves these actors
exposed to potential threats and without social security, or having to work exhaustingly long days.
However, at the same time, these workers also have the possibility of earning more and are not tied to
one specific employer. In addition, many of them have other fixed jobs, and blueberry picking just
provides a seasonal side-income.

During interviews, respondents highlighted the sense of community lying behind the unregulated
relations that often replaces official labor relations. One vignette that illustrates this concerns the life of
a poor, unemployed elderly couple living in a rural town and operating in a mixed chain. Berry picking
has become an important source of income for them. In order to increase their earnings, the couple
move to the countryside every harvesting season to be closer to the forest and berries. This reduces
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their travel costs. In the past, they had spent some seasons living in a tent, but the collector they sell
berries to recently found an abandoned house nearby where they can squat and two bicycles they
can use during the picking season. While this may be an extreme case, illustrating the powerlessness
of some people involved in the supply chain, it also highlights the sense of community and mutual
support that can be found within the lower levels of supply chains. People in this community do a lot
more than pick or collect; they exchange information, often help with food, support each other, and
offer better prices. However, this sense of community can also be exploited. There were reports of
stolen berries, cheating, and threats. These practices would be less common if the sector was more
transparent. The blueberry case illustrates that the legality offered by global chains can be associated
with safety. Yet the same safety can be, at least partially, provided by the community. None of the
blueberry chains offer clear opportunities for the future, but some actors have learned how to use
informality and the absence of transparency to their advantage. In some cases, this involves exploiting
the weakest actors; in other examples, however, mutual care offers benefits and opportunities to
everybody involved.

Latvia’s local blueberry supply chains are practically unregulated, and the actors involved are
free to choose how they organize their activities. The example of a lonely pensioner illustrates this
situation and the fluid relations within local berry chains. This picker uses berries in cooking and turns
them into preserve, often giving them to friends, neighbors, and family. He sometimes sells some of
the berries to collectors, more for the social contact than the money. His relatives who live far away
receive jars of preserve when they visit. These practices strengthen social and familial ties and give
this man a sense of worth. Local chains fit the concept of “chain”—they include all the actors involved
from the growing stage to the consuming stage. However, these chains are extremely short and all the
indicators measured here have a totally different meaning in the case of these chains. The “local chain”
in this example also represents a part of the community economy, where picking ensures the identity
and sense of worth of a picker and this activity provides an income, a living, and socialization for a
considerable proportion of the local population.

The raspberry supply chains in Serbia are highly dependent on a seasonal work force. Some of
the differences between the Latvian and Serbian supply chains relate to the specificities of the produce.
Raspberries are cultivated and farmers need to be able to attract a seasonal workforce for the harvests.
By contrast, blueberries are a forest product and nobody will make a loss if they go unpicked. The
current economic situation and political arrangements in Latvia allow enterprises operating in this
sector to buy produce from pickers without being obliged to employ them.

The raspberry sector is faced with the consequences of rural depopulation and ageing. To address
this problem, it has to encourage the temporary migration of uneducated and unqualified low-paid
seasonal workers during the prime fruit-picking season [53]. As is the case in Latvia, raspberry
picking in Serbia is a typical source of income for marginalized groups, who on the whole are officially
unemployed. In Serbia, the wages for most pickers hired as a seasonal workforce do not provide a
sufficient source of income. In addition, the pickers cannot influence the hourly wage they receive and
just take what is offered since their associations are not active enough to enforce a minimum wage.
These workers face long working hours, often lack contracts, and have limited future prospects. In
this regard, the bargaining power of pickers is very limited compared to the other actors. In addition,
respondents claimed that their position was made more insecure by competition from large numbers
of seasonal workers from neighboring countries (particularly Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Romania).

5.2. Power Relations

There are several sources of power that influence the performance of a supply chain. For example,
in both countries, it was observed that local chains were automatically perceived as less desirable
and that governing institutions were empowering and supporting larger enterprises and scaling up.
The institutional context favors bigger enterprises and bigger actors have more chance to wield their
market power. By contrast, other forms of operations, such as street selling, only continue to exist
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because of despair and a lack of alternative opportunities. In a situation where many factors favor and
empower the biggest actors, it makes sense to monitor and regulate the ways in which these actors use
their power. This said, there are also mechanisms in the supply chains that assist the weakest actors,
but these only become visible when looking at individual micro-relations. In this article, the indicators
used to assess power relations mainly reflect the concepts and principles of governance. However, the
micro-stories illustrate broader, but perhaps less visible, power relations.

When comparing the results of the indicators, the global chains outperform the local ones in terms
of power relations (see Table 3). In Serbia, the well-known companies that operate in the global market
place great emphasis on educating their local partners. They educate farmers on new methods of
production, implementing new technologies, the more intensive use of inputs, and increasing yields per
hectare. In addition, these companies also supply farmers with production inputs, such as fertilizers
and other chemicals, or even mediate to achieve favorable terms for the purchase of farm equipment.
This works in their favor, as it means that they have some control over practices used within the chain.
In Latvia, somewhat similar processes can be observed. The big global actors operate as mediators,
communicating national regulations, monitoring transparency, and unifying relationships. In doing so,
they gain some control over compliance with accepted legal practices. Furthermore, in both countries,
global chains have introduced new approaches: international food-related standards for farmers (in
Serbia) and officially employed collectors (in Latvia). These systems offer some protection to the
weakest actors in the supply chain. In both the global and local raspberry chains, there are functional
and officially used grievance procedures. Yet respondents hold the belief that in global chains more
conflicts are resolved in an official way. Furthermore, interviews suggest that, despite the presence
of community-based mechanisms to solve problems, some issues are interpreted as non-negotiable.
The bigger intermediary, processing, or import and export companies in both countries can also
restrict the opportunities available to the smaller actors and can limit the influence they have over the
development of the sector. In Latvia, these practices are most evident in the mixed chains; in Serbia,
they are a pronounced aspect of the global chains. For example, in the raspberry chains, respondents
stated that some global enterprises had recently canceled contracts just before the harvest without
giving farmers a proper explanation. Additionally, the significant bargaining power of big companies
seems to give them the power to enforce standardized contracts on the small players, who usually
cannot influence their content. In Serbia, these relations can be observed between the primary farmers
and intermediaries, mainly the cold storage owners, who dictate the terms of trade and the purchase
price, especially in the global chain. While officially the purchase price of raspberries is formed freely
on the market (it is believed that the market will eventually sort out any price discrepancies), farmers
and many members of the public believe that the intermediaries operate a cartel, which fixes this
price. A statement from a representative of the Association of Raspberry Producers illustrates this
point: “Producers in Western Serbia had great expectations for 2014 as several contracts with foreign buyers
had been announced. The agreements guaranteed the price for all the raspberries we produced. Then, suddenly,
right before harvest, these contracts were canceled!” Yet policy makers countered this by saying that “only
an irresponsible company would sign a contract in March for the purchase of almost the entire raspberry crop
without even knowing what the quality or market price would be . . . It was clear from the very beginning that
it was impossible.” Every year, during the harvest season, the farmers try to pressure the government
into increasing the purchase price of raspberries, leading to social tensions, involving the farmers, the
intermediaries, and the government, usually as an arbitrator unwilling to intervene.

As yet, the global raspberry chain has failed to build close contacts with the local community
over issues such as sustainable development and resource use. Decisions that have implications for
communities are made without their involvement. By comparison, communities are more integrated in
the blueberry chains: the cultural relevance of berry picking ties these enterprises to society. However,
even in this case, all decision-making is highly centralized. This point distinguishes global from mixed
and local supply chains. There is a paradox in the nature of the mixed chain: while it can be more
oppressive for small and weak actors, it is also more embedded and community-dependent and thus
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offers local communities more options. This chain works through informal relations and remains a
gray sector of the economy. However, what the chain lacks in official control, it gains in other areas,
since pressure from communities creates invisible structures of self-control. In these chains, tacit
knowledge of what is acceptable may lead to a reaction from communities and the exclusion of those
who are breaching mutual, if sometimes tacit, agreements.

The experience of a collector working in a mixed chain illustrates the opportunities and threats
that exist within them. After being a collector for more than twenty years, she has developed strong
ties with the pickers who collaborate with her: she often feeds them, takes care of them, and organizes
social events for them. The pickers are loyal to her and continue selling their berries to her and as a
result she now runs one of the biggest collecting points in the surrounding area. She has switched
collaborators several times during her berry-collecting career as most of these enterprises have lost
her trust. She has tried to improve her position in the supply chain in several ways, even selling her
berries directly to secondary processors. However, this experience proved very stressful, even though
she did manage to increase her income. Once, she also mobilized other collectors in the region to stand
together for fairer prices. This was successful and resulted in greater unity among them. She also
currently collaborates with a small enterprise. Yet she is careful—there are no social guarantees and no
safety net to protect her should things go wrong. Moreover, she is elderly and sees few other prospects.
She would like to retire, yet she depends financially on her collecting point. Her experience serves as
an example of how lower level actors can compensate for a lack of official power by using other ways
to broker power.

However, there is another side to the story, highlighted by the experiences of a young collector
who has only recently discovered the opportunities the wild berry sector offers. He does not have any
illusions about the ruthlessness of the informal part of this sector. He has witnessed a colleague’s car
being burnt out and a neighboring collecting point being demolished. Yet these examples have not
frightened him. He explained, “If one wants to be a collector, one has to follow the rules. This includes not
raising the purchasing price too much and not driving into the forest to buy berries.” All these rules restrict
competition, and it is the pickers who are the main losers from these self-imposed rules. However,
his experiences also illustrate that collectors are not strictly bound by the rules. He does not hesitate
to pay more to some pickers, and he sells berries to several enterprises, despite having an “exclusive
deal” with one buyer who offered him a set of weights, free of charge. In addition, he also sells berries
at a street market in Lithuania. He explained that he was able to do this because he “knows when to stop
and maintains good relations with the other collectors.” This shows that, if a collector is considered part of
the community, he is allowed to bend the rules. Any aggression is mainly directed towards outsiders.
However, after several years’ working as a collector, he also wants to leave the sector and to find a less
stressful job.

The local supply chain for raspberries in Serbia is more similar to the mixed chain for blueberries
in Latvia. However, unlike mixed chains, the local raspberry chain largely complies with national
regulations. Yet some actors representing the local chain benefit from the weakness of controlling
structures (particularly regarding market structure and food safety). Thus, in Serbia’s local chain, while
legal practices are widely accepted, they can sometimes be substituted for shadier, quicker solutions.
Conflicts, problems, and needs in this chain are often solved sporadically in an unofficial way. The
same can be said about planning; although some plans might exist, most planning is unstructured.
Furthermore, this chain is rooted in the community and local relations—local mutual agreements
and an internal interpretation of justice. Dissatisfied with the farm gate price offered by traders or
processors, producers might block regional roads in an attempt to resolve a problem directly with
the national government and local authorities. Certainly, these practices might be a threat to some
actors. However, so far, they have helped to raise the voice of those too weak to pursue their interests
in other ways.

The local chain in Latvia is regulated only by internal transactions. The chain lacks any official
regulating structures; yet this role has been substituted for the mutual control of the actors involved
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and an almost total power vacuum. People who become street vendors of forest produce are commonly
from the lowest, most vulnerable social groups. Their involvement in this chain probably stems from
a lack of other options—when all other options fail, a person can fall back on selling forest produce.
There are almost no institutions involved in this chain. The example of a Roma family illustrates this
point well. The family has been selling blueberries directly to consumers for almost a decade. During
the harvest season, some of the family members are in the forest, while others are cleaning and selling
the berries. For a family with limited options, this is one way to make a living. The price they ask for
the berries is almost six times as high as they would receive from collectors. They do this by selling
their berries near a seaside resort which attracts affluent visitors, thereby making their short supply
chain profitable. They organize their own labor arrangements and, every year, have to renew their
municipal permit for street trading. The way this family operates does not allow them to introduce a
more sustainable operational model and could be regarded as a symptom of desperation. However,
for now, they have their own income source.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper has analyzed the social performance of five food supply chains in two countries.
The performance of the selected indicators leads to the conclusion that, in both countries, the global
berry supply chains perform better in social terms. In the case of wild blueberries, people working
in global chains are more frequently officially employed and employees have rights and instruments
that allow them to communicate with other actors in the chain with more bargaining power. The
same conclusions apply to the global raspberry supply chain, which offers official employment and
bargaining opportunities. Raspberry chains also offer employees capacity development, while the
global chains offer access to medical care. The analysis suggests that the social performance of the
supply chains of cultivated produce is better than that of wild produce. However, this argument can
be contested when taking into consideration the experiences gleaned from actors involved in these
supply chains.

A common interpretation of sustainability suggests that social aspects should be taken into
account when food chain performance is measured. However, a review of the literature on assessing
social performance revealed a lack of common agreement as to how to assess food chains’ social
performance. Studies that analyze social performance see it as being more complex to assess than
economic performance. Some researchers interpret the social dimension as a closed system that
can be measured with a predefined list of characteristics. This is contested by others, who see the
social aspect as containing inherent relativity that can only be captured with a context-sensitive
approach. In the assessment presented in this paper, the two approaches have been integrated.
Two key attributes—labor relations and power relations—were chosen as criteria to assess the social
performance of food chains. Additionally, short micro-stories were introduced to contextualize these
attributes. Methodologically, this approach reveals that the same processes can be associated with
a wide range of outcomes. Thus, the multifinality this paper has been illustrating underlines that
simple reliance on a predefined set of attributes and indicators might be insufficient to explain the
performance of the social dimension. Micro-stories uncover a range of meanings, which in various
cases could be associated with social performance; thus, the measurement of this dimension should
be fine-tuned to capture complexity instead of simplicity. Furthermore, it is possible to argue that
a simple comparison of indicator performance will always favor one vision of an optimal future
(emerging from the ideological vision of optimal societal processes), while an in-depth analysis reveals
that there might be other future solutions as well and that these effects will be felt across other
sustainability pillars, too. For example, the model of a liberal market and capitalist enterprise, and an
assessment and comparison of labor and power relations based on it, already favors the bigger actors
and one interpretative direction as to how food chains should be regulated. The expectations related
to this comparison most likely include the belief that enterprises are to grow, improve efficiency, raise
turnover, and create jobs with a subsequent improvement in the living conditions for workers and
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communities. This study shows that relations between powerful actors and other stakeholders in food
chains might not be as straightforward. There are other possible models for how a chain can operate
and generate social sustainability outcomes, such as jobs and a decent income, family and community
wellbeing, rights and identity, local livelihood, and relationships with people. Under certain conditions,
the empowerment of weaker actors in food chains might cause new forms of relations, where the
capitalist scaling-up of production and the globalization of chains are replaced by communal sharing
and community empowerment, as has been evidenced in some episodes and initiatives in all three
types of berry chains. The challenge is to give a voice to and empower the weaker actors to enhance
the sustainability performance of food chains. These findings partly relate to discussions in GVC
literature [33,34]. This also means that a social sustainability assessment should be context-specific and
actor-sensitive and should be able to reinterpret the results obtained depending on observations from
context. Furthermore, the evidence given suggests that the different meanings revealed by the social
dimension raise different concerns in the other sustainability dimensions. To develop this argument
further, this article introduces some new considerations, suggesting that there could be unregulated
relations where the community might play an important role in the global chain.

The micro-stories from actors involved in the supply chains identified the links between the
selected attributes and the context. These stories reveal that the presence of legal relations introduces
significant benefits for employees: partial predictability (in terms of overall workload and salary),
social security, and the ability to call upon institutions for protection when needed. The blueberry case
reveals that official legal relations often play an important role in allowing actors to be active in these
food chains. The collector’s ability to call the police for protection is an example, as is the burning of a
collector’s car or the demolition of a collecting point. Both global cases illustrate that there are external
benefits from transparency and centralization. Governing actors can control these chains more easily,
and it might be easier for them to promote economic development and control environmental aspects
of supply chains.

However, the micro-stories enable us to construct a wider interpretation of the unstructured
relations that might emerge in chains: the story of the collectors squatting in a house in the forest, of
the collector improving her position in the supply chain by switching collaborators and organizing
local collectors, the young collector using the absence of contracts to his advantage, or of the farmers
organizing road blockades. These examples illustrate actors using a sense of community to empower
themselves. Most of these responses would not be possible in a strictly-regulated market where
contracts, in both global and local chains, are often drawn up under pressure from the most powerful
supply chain actors.

These observations lead to the suggestion that legal relations do not always protect the weakest
actors in a supply chain. Some actors are still disadvantaged by a concentration of power and are
excluded from chain development planning. A simple assessment of indicator performance might
be unable to identify the multiple meanings behind these indicators. Moreover, even with a higher
number of indicators, something will always be missed. Both global chains illustrate this point
well: they both have difficulties in collaborating with local communities, which are largely excluded
from decision-making as a result. Yet the absence of legality does not necessarily lead to chaos and
exploitation. In some cases, being outside officially regulated relations can promote self-organization
and become a source of empowerment. This leads to the argument that “better performance” is not
necessarily related to different forms of governance. It is about the power balance between actors.
This balance can be influenced by various relational forms and not just those imposed by government.
Secondly, it suggests that simple indicators are not sufficient to identify the complexity of sources of
empowerment. Hence, to summarize this idea, it can be said that, without reference to context-obtained
results, there is no clarification as to whether the current needs are met or whether the current social
arrangements will still allow future societies to benefit from the same opportunities that are available
to contemporary society.
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Relations between power and the aspects illustrated by the micro-stories observed in this article
are presented in Figure 1. The diagram represents how different links between power, labor, and context
can change the meaning of the performance of the results obtained. It illustrates the differences in
opportunities that emerge from relations between market organization and the source of power. Clearly,
the classification offered is one-sided and highlights only one possible way to explain the mutual links
between the analyzed attributes. For example, Serbian pickers could benefit from an empowered
pickers’ association if it were to emerge as a powerful actor operating in the formally-organized
quadrant. Thus, legally organized power can benefit the community or legitimize community power.
However, in many cases, these actors do not have the skills or are over-dependent on the actions of the
strongest actors. The Serbian farmers’ reliance on the government to solve price conflicts illustrates
this point. Some researchers might attribute this conclusion to the specific historical context of the
countries studied. However, in many other cases across Europe, it has been observed that local small
actors rely on unwritten knowledge and trust much more frequently.
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This study leads to the conclusion that the social dimension is relational and that social
performance is embedded in specific contexts and effectuated through actors’ inter-relationships.
These relations are power-permeated, and, if there are power imbalances or asymmetries in chains,
the consequences will be felt firstly in social performance. In many cases, as illustrated in this paper,
empowerment can result in unexpected opportunities and overall increases in well-being. Thus, the
search for sources of power located outside food chains could offer actors at the lower levels of food
supply chains the chance to increase the opportunities available to them.
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